
 

Summer Assignments 

914 Freshman Arts 

 

   Dance 
   Teacher: Mrs. Jacqueline Head 

Students should attend a dance performance (dance recitals and competitions are not an option) or participate 

in a musical production. Note what dance forms are used and how they affect the development of the story 

and the characters. If you attend a dance performance, note the styles of dance and your reactions to them. 

Write a brief paragraph describing your experience. This is to be passed in at your first dance class.(late 

October) 
 

   Music 
    Teacher: Mr.  Kallin Johnson 

During the summer, there are many (indoor/outdoor) concerts. Please take advantage of them. After 

,attending a concert, write a short paragraph describing the concert, the music, the artist and the venue. The 

paragraph will be collected on the first music class of the year.(late September) 
 

    Theater 
     Teacher: Mrs.  Virginia  Byrne 
           Students are to choose and memorize one of the following Shakespeare sonnets for the first Theater Class . o 

Choose one of the following: Sonnet 18, 29, 30, 55, 60, 104, 116. 
o You are restricted to these sonnets. No others will be accepted. To be presented in class at start of 

school year. 

 

 

Visual Arts 
  Teacher: Mrs. Elizabeth Murphy 

 

Drawing of a Shoe or Boot 

 

Using a piece of drawing paper, you are to complete a still life drawing of a shoe or boot.  When choosing 

your shoes or boots, go for interesting shapes, design, texture, color.  Use a full range of values, with deep 

shadows and bright highlights to create form and depth. Use the entire page, placing your focal points in 

the sweet spots, and running off the edges with your composition. Fill the paper up, using more positive 

than empty space. 

 

The following are the requirements: 

 

Size:  Minimum 9” x 12” Maximum 11” x 14” 

Paper:  Drawing/pastel paper 

Medium: Drawing pencils, colored pencils, pas tel, charcoal, or conté crayon 

Time:  Minimum 2 – 3 hours 

Name:  Your name is to be on the back of the drawing 

Due:  First day of classes – Wednesday, September 5th 



 


